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CONTROL OF WLAN SELECTION POLICIES IN ROAMING

SCENARIOS

Priority Claim

[0001] This application claims priority to United States Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 61/806,821, filed March 29, 2013, which is

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

Technical Field

[0002] Embodiments described herein relate generally to wireless

networks and communications systems.

Background

[0003] In LTE (Long Term Evolution) cellular systems, as set forth in the

LTE specifications of the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), a terminal

(where a terminal is referred to in LTE systems as user equipment or UE)

acquires cellular network access by connecting to a public land mobile network

(PLMN) belonging to an operator or service provider. The connectivity to the

PLMN is provided by a base station (referred in LTE systems as an evolved

Node B or eNB). In addition to such cellular network access, so-called dual-

mode UEs also incorporate functionality for simultaneously acquiring network

access via a wireless local area network (WLAN), typically WiFi. In a roaming

situation, where the UE acquires cellular network access from an operator other

than its home operator, the dual-mode UE has choices in routing IP (internet

protocol) flows through either the cellular network or one or more WLANs. The

home operator (referred to as the home PLMN or HPLMN) may have



preferences in this regard as may the visited operator (referred to as the visited

PLMN or VPLMN).

[0004] The current 3GPP specifications describe the order and priority

between HPLMN and VPLMN preferences in different roaming scenarios as

being based on two fundamental architectural principles that should be fulfilled:

(a) The HPLMN controls the serving PLMN selected by the UE, and (b) in case

of conflicts the policies provided by the VPLMN take precedence over the ones

provided by the HPLMN. The first principle gives the home operator priority in

selecting cellular access, and the second principle is based on the assumption

that the VPLMN should have the final say on WLAN network selection for

inbound roamers since they are using the VPLMN resources.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0005] Fig. 1 illustrates an example roaming scenario where a UE acquires

both cellular and WLAN network access.

[0006] Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate portions of an ANDSFO.

Detailed Description

[0007] The architectural principles discussed above were introduced in

3GPP when there was no Non-Seamless WLAN Offload (NSWO), there was no

S2a based connectivity over WLAN (trusted WLAN access), and roaming

relationships with WLAN service providers were largely not in place. As such

there is a need to overhaul these rules and introduce more flexibility in control of

WLAN selection in roaming scenarios based on HPLMN preferences. Note that

simply making the UE prefer HPLMN rules would fulfill architectural principle

(a), but not principle (b). On the other hand, if the UE prefers the VPLMN rules,

the solution would fulfill architectural principle (b), but not principle (a).

[0008] The Access Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) is

a function in LTE networks that an operator can use to control how UEs



prioritize between different access technologies if several non-3GPP access

networks are available and can also assist devices to discover available access

networks. Described herein are solutions for establishing the precedence

between the ANDSF of a VPLMN (referred to as a visited ANDSF or

VANDSF) and that of a HPLMN (referred to as a home ANDSF or HANDSF)

and for enabling the VPLMN to drive WLAN selection while the HPLMN

remains in charge of PLMN selection. The described solutions enhance ANDSF

and introduce flexibility in the applicability of HPLMN/VPLMN control based

on the type of WLAN access and the possible use of resources in different

scenarios which satisfies both the architectural constraints (a) and (b) above.

The enhancements allow a service provider to control which operators are

selected in roaming scenarios for WLAN and thus it can control the business in

roaming cases for deployed WLAN networks.

[0009] Roaming implies that the dual-mode UE is roaming is using the

cellular subscription provided by the 3GPP operator, but the UE may actually be

non-roaming on its Wi-Fi access side based on other Wi-Fi subscriptions. The

dual-mode UE is then using the VANDSF which is the ANDSF operated by the

cellular VPLMN. The ANDSF or other policy servers belonging to Wi-Fi

roaming partners are out of scope from 3GPP perspective. The ANDSF in these

cases selects the Wi-Fi service provider as well. Justification for using

VANDSF for Wi-Fi network selection/routing policies is found in scenarios

where IP address preservation across Wi-Fi and cellular accesses is required. In

these scenarios, the VANDSF can provide better guidance on Wi-Fi network

selection and routing policies. Therefore, in one embodiment, the VANDSF is

used for network selection and routing policies only when a dual-mode UE and

VPLMN support SaMOG (S2a-based Mobility over GTP (general packet radio

service tunneling protocol) or the UE settings (via home operator or user

preference) indicate a preference for SaMOG or IP address preservation.

[0010] When non-seamless WLAN offloading (NSWO) is preferred by the

HPLMN or the user , then no IP address preservation is provided across Wi-Fi

and cellular accesses and traffic will be routed over Wi-Fi directly to the

internet. In the case of NSWO, the user can be roaming on the cellular access

but at home on the Wi-Fi or roaming on a different roaming partner on Wi-Fi



than the cellular VPLMN. Therefore, in one embodiment, selection of Wi-Fi

access network/service provider and routing policies in such cases is based on

the HPLMN's ANDSF policies as the cellular VPLMN may misguide the UE to

use that particular VPLMN's preferred Wi-Fi network when that may be

different than HPLMN's preference.

System description

[0011] Fig. 1 illustrates an example roaming scenario where a UE 100

has acquired cellular network access from a VPLMN 120 and may additionally

acquire network access via one or more of WLANs 130 and 140. The UE 100

includes processing circuitry 101 and a dual-mode RF (radio-frequency)

transceiver (or transceivers) for both WLAN and cellular network access. The

UE 100 communicates with eNB 121 of the VPLMN 120 via an RF

communications link, sometimes referred to as the LTE radio or air interface.

The eNB 121 provides connectivity to the VPLMN's evolved packet core (EPC),

the main components of which (in the user plane) are S-GW 122 (serving

gateway) and P-GW 123 (packet data network (PDN) gateway). The P-GW is

the EPC's point of contact with the outside world and exchanges data with one

or more packet data networks such as the internet, while the S-GW acts as a

router between the eNB and P-GW.

[0012] The UE 100 may also acquire network access through WLANs

130 and 140, each of which is able to provide connectivity to the internet 150 via

direct internet access. When UE 100 has simultaneously acquired network

access through VPLMN 120 and one or more of WLANs 130 and 140, it may

offload IP traffic to either WLAN in a manner such that the offloaded IP traffic

does not traverse the EPC of the VPLMN in a procedure known as non-seamless

WLAN offload (NSOW). Offloading IP flows with NSOW does not provide IP

address preservation for session continuity as the mobility anchor of the EPC is

not maintained. WLAN 140 is shown as being an untrusted network and is only

able to provide NSOW. WLAN 130, on the other hand, is shown as being a

trusted network. As such, the VPLMN may provide direct connectivity between

WLAN 130 and P-GW 123 via an S2a interface so that IP traffic from the

WLAN is routed through the EPC of VPLMN 120. When UE 100 is



simultaneously connected to the VPLMN 120 and WLAN 130, the S2a interface

is thus able to provide WLAN offloading with IP address preservation for

session continuity, sometimes referred to as SaMOG (S2a-based Mobility over

GTP (general packet radio service tunneling protocol)). Traffic may also be

routed through the S2a interface without IP address preservation.

[0013] As shown in Fig. 1, if the VPMLN 120 supports SaMOG and S2a

access over EPC and the UE 100 prefers that type of access, the UE should

select a WLAN based on the VPLMN's policies because only the VPLMN

knows which WLANs are configured to support EPC access with S2a

connectivity. This could be on a per WLAN AP (application protocol) basis or

per SSID (service set identifier) basis. So in this situation, the HPLMN

preferences should not apply for WLAN selection. If the UE prefers to perform

NSWO, on the other hand, the selected WLAN is not required to support any

specific interworking mechanisms with the VPLMN. In fact, any WLAN can be

used for establishing connectivity, as long as it provides access to the internet.

So the UE is then able to select a WLAN based on the HPLMN preferences and

can override VPLMN preferences in this case. Whether or not the UE should

override the VPLMN preferences can be controlled by the HPLMN.

[0014] The UE 100 acquires ANDSF information from a home ANDSF (H-

ANDSF) server 165 belonging to the UE's home operator HPLMN 160 and a

visited ANDSF (V-ANDSF) server 125 operated by the VPLMN 120. ANDSF

information communicated to the UE provides an operator with a tool for

steering the UE to preferentially use particular networks for access. The ANDSF

information provided to the UE by an ANDSF server may include the following:

access network discovery and selection information, inter-system mobility

policies (ISMPs), and inter-system routing policies (ISRPs). The access network

discovery and selection information includes a list of access networks available

in the vicinity of the UE, including 3GPP networks and other types such as

WLAN. The information may include the access technology types as well as

validity conditions (e.g., where and when the information is valid). ISMPs are a

set of operator-defined rules and preferences that affect the inter-system mobility

decisions taken by the UE, including decisions about whether to use 3GPP or

non-3GPP access, when the UE can use only a single radio access interface at



one time. The ISRPs are a set of operator-defined rules and preferences that

affect the routing decisions taken by the UE with respect to 3GPP or a particular

type of non-3GPP access when the UE can route IP traffic simultaneously over

multiple radio access interfaces. The ANDSF information is made up of

parameter values organized into a data structure called an ANDSF management

object (ANDSFMO). An ANDSFMO is a tree-structure having interior nodes

and leaf nodes, where the leaf nodes contain the actual parameter values and the

interior nodes act as placeholders for organizing the information.

[0015] In one embodiment, if the UE indicates a preference for IP address

preservation (e.g., SaMOG), then V-ANDSF policies are to be preferred for

WLAN network selection and routing policies. In another embodiment, if the

UE indicates a preference for NSWO, then H-ANDSF policies should take

precedence for WLAN network selection and routing policies. In another

embodiment, the VPLMN indicates to the UE if it supports WLAN access using

S2a. For example, this can be done with a new leaf in the ISRP. In another

embodiment, if the UE prefers NSWO, and if the ISRP rule from the VPLMN

includes a rule for NSWO, then the UE can select a WLAN based on the

HPLMN preferences. In other cases, the UE may consider only the ISRP rule

from the VPLMN, as currently specified. In another embodiment, for NSWO-

related rules, the HPLMN can indicate in ANDSF information whether HPLMN

rules should have precedence over VPLMN rules. For example, the indication

may say to prefer HPLMN policies and disregard V-ANDSF NSWO rules or to

give precedence to V-ANDSF NSWO rules. The home operator may also add in

the ANDSFMO a list of preferred service providers which can take priority for

the NSWO case.



[0016] The structure of the ANDSFMO according to the LTE specifications

is set forth in 3GPP TS 24.312. Figs. 2 and 3 are reproductions of Figs. 4.2.1

and 4.2.5, respectively, of 3GPP TS 24.3 12 to which have been added

modifications as discussed above. Fig. 3 shows a portion of the ANDSFMO to

which has been added leaves 305 and 310. Leaf 305 allows an ANDSF server to

indicate whether or not its network provides support for access WLAN access

using the S2a interface. Leaf 310 allows an H-ANDSF server to indicate

whether the UE should or should not follow HPLMN policies for NSWO. Fig. 2

shows a portion of the ANDSFMO to which has been added leaf 205. Leaf 205

allows an HPLMN to make its list of preferred service providers known to the

UE. That list may be used, for example, during NSWO while following

HPLMN policies.

Additional Notes and Examples

[0017] In Example 1, a method for operating a user equipment (UE) in an

LTE (Long Term Evolution) network comprises: when network access has been

acquired from a visited cellular operator and can be acquired from one or more

WLANs (wireless local area network), retrieving a setting that indicates a

preference or not for IP (internet protocol) address preservation when switching

between cellular and WLAN access; and, if no preference for IP address

preservation is indicated, preferring policies for network selection and routing as

indicated by ANDSF (access network and discovery selection function)

information received from an H-ANDSF (home operator ANDSF) server over

information received from a V-ANDSF (visited operator ANDSF) server.

[0018] In Example 2, the subject matter of Example 1 may optionally

include: preferring policies for network selection and routing as indicated by

ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF only if information received

from the H-ANDSF indicates to do so when no preference for IP preservation is

indicated.

[0019] In Example 3, the subject matter of Example 1 may optionally

include: storing ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF server in an

ANDSF MO (management object) that includes a leaf for the H-ANDSF server



to indicate that its policies for network selection and routing should be preferred

when no preference for IP preservation is indicated.

[0020] In Example 4, the subject matter of Example 1 may optionally

include: if a preference for IP address preservation is indicated, preferring

policies for network selection and routing as indicated by the V-ANDSF server

over those as indicated by the H-ANDSF server only if the V-ANDSF server

indicates that the visited operator has support for WLAN access using an S2a

interface.

[0021] In Example 5, the subject matter of Example 1 may optionally

include: storing ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF and V-

ANDSF servers in an ANDSF MO (management object) that includes a leaf for

an ANDSF server to indicate whether or not support exists for WLAN access

using an S2a interface.

[0022] In Example 6, the subject matter of Example 1 may optionally

include selecting service providers for NSWO (non-seamless WLAN offload) in

accordance with information received from the H-ANDSF.

[0023] In Example 7, the subject matter of Example 1 may optionally

include: storing ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF server in an

ANDSF MO (management object) that includes a leaf for the H-ANDSF server

to indicate a preferred list of service providers to use for NSWO.

[0024] In Example 8, a method for operating a user equipment (UE) in an

LTE (Long Term Evolution) network comprises: when network access has been

acquired from a visited cellular operator and can be acquired one or more

WLANs (wireless local area network), retrieving a setting that indicates a

preference or not for NSWO (non-seamless WLAN offload) with no IP (internet

protocol) address preservation when switching between cellular and WLAN

access; and, if a preference for NSWO is indicated, preferring policies for

network selection and routing as indicated by ANDSF (access network and

discovery selection function) information received from an H-ANDSF (home

operator ANDSF) server over information received from a V-ANDSF (visited

operator ANDSF) server.

[0025] In Example 9, the subject matter of Example 8 may optionally

include wherein the setting for preferring policies for network selection and



routing as indicated by ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF for

purposes of NSWO is received from the H-ANDSF server.

[0026] In Example 10, the subject matter of Example 8 may optionally

include storing ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF server in an

ANDSF MO (management object) that includes a leaf for the H-ANDSF server

to indicate that its policies for network selection and routing should be preferred

when a preference for NSWO is indicated.

[0027] In Example 11, the subject matter of Example 8 may optionally

include: if no preference NSWO is indicated, preferring policies for network

selection and routing as indicated by the V-ANDSF server over those as

indicated by the H-ANDSF server only if the V-ANDSF server indicates that the

visited operator has support for WLAN access using an S2a interface.

[0028] In Example 12, the subject matter of Example 8 may optionally

include: storing ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF and V-

ANDSF servers in an ANDSF MO (management object) that includes a leaf for

an ANDSF server to indicate whether or not support exists for WLAN access

using an S2a interface.

[0029] In Example 13, the subject matter of Example 8 may optionally

include selecting service providers for NSWO in accordance with information

received from the H-ANDSF.

[0030] In Example 14, the subject matter of Example 8 may optionally

include: storing ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF server in an

ANDSF MO (management object) that includes a leaf for the H-ANDSF server

to indicate a preferred list of service providers to use for NSWO (non-seamless

WLAN offload).

[0031] In Example 15, a method for operating a user equipment (UE) in an

LTE (Long Term Evolution) network comprises: when network access has been

acquired from a visited cellular operator and can be acquired from one or more

WLANs (wireless local area network), retrieving ANDSF (access network and

discovery selection function) information received from a V-ANDSF (visited

operator ANDSF) server indicating whether or not the visited cellular operator

supports SaMOG (S2a-based Mobility over GTP (general packet radio service

tunneling protocol); and, if the visited cellular operator does not support



SaMOG, preferring policies for network selection and routing as indicated by

ANDSF information received from an H-ANDSF (home operator ANDSF)

server over information received from the V-ANDSF.

[0032] In Example 16, the subject matter of Example 15 may optionally

include preferring policies for network selection and routing as indicated by

ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF only if information received

from the H-ANDSF indicates to do so when the visited cellular operator does not

support SaMOG.

[0033] In Example 17, the subject matter of Example 15 may optionally

include: storing ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF server in an

ANDSF MO (management object) that includes a leaf for the H-ANDSF server

to indicate that its policies for network selection and routing should be preferred

when the visited cellular operator does not support SaMOG.

[0034] In Example 18, the subject matter of Example 15 may optionally

include: storing ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF and V-

ANDSF servers in an ANDSF MO (management object) that includes a leaf for

an ANDSF server to indicate whether or not support exists for WLAN access

using an S2a interface.

[0035] In Example 19, the subject matter of Example 15 may optionally

include selecting service providers for NSWO (non-seamless WLAN offload) in

accordance with information received from the H-ANDSF.

[0036] In Example 20, the subject matter of Example 15 may optionally

include: storing ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF server in an

ANDSF MO (management object) that includes a leaf for the H-ANDSF server

to indicate a preferred list of service providers to use for NSWO.

[0037] In Example 21, a method for operating a UE comprises: retrieving a

setting indicating whether the UE, for purposes of NSWO (non-seamless WLAN

(wireless local area network) offload), is to prefer policies for network selection

and routing as indicated by ANDSF (access network and discovery selection

function) information received from an H-ANDSF (home operator ANDSF)

server over information received from a V-ANDSF (visited operator ANDSF)

server; and, if H-ANDSF policies are to be preferred, selecting a WLAN for

NSWO in accordance therewith.



[0038] In Example 22, the subject matter of Example 2 1 may optionally

include any of the optional inclusions stated in Examples 9 through 14.

[0039] In Example 23, a computer-readable medium contains instruction for

performing any of the methods of Examples 1 through 22.

[0040] In Example 24, a UE comprises processing circuitry and a radio-

frequency transceiver for both cellular and WLAN (wireless local area network)

access, wherein the processing circuitry is to perform any of the methods of

Examples 1 through 22.

[0041] In Example 25, an ANDSF server comprises processing circuitry and

a radio-frequency transceiver and/or network interface, wherein the processing

circuitry is to transmit ANDSF information as an ANDSF MO that includes a

leaf for the HPLMN to indicate a preferred list of service providers to use for

NSWO, a leaf for the ANDSF server to indicate whether or not support exists for

WLAN access using an S2a interface, and/or a leaf indicating that HPLMN

policies for network selection and routing should be preferred when a visited

cellular operator does not support SaMOG.

[0042] The above detailed description includes references to the

accompanying drawings, which form a part of the detailed description. The

drawings show, by way of illustration, specific embodiments that may be

practiced. These embodiments are also referred to herein as "examples." Such

examples may include elements in addition to those shown or described.

However, also contemplated are examples that include the elements shown or

described. Moreover, also contemplate are examples using any combination or

permutation of those elements shown or described (or one or more aspects

thereof), either with respect to a particular example (or one or more aspects

thereof), or with respect to other examples (or one or more aspects thereof)

shown or described herein.

[0043] Publications, patents, and patent documents referred to in this

document are incorporated by reference herein in their entirety, as though

individually incorporated by reference. In the event of inconsistent usages

between this document and those documents so incorporated by reference, the

usage in the incorporated reference(s) are supplementary to that of this



document; for irreconcilable inconsistencies, the usage in this document

controls.

[0044] In this document, the terms "a" or "an" are used, as is common in

patent documents, to include one or more than one, independent of any other

instances or usages of "at least one" or "one or more." In this document, the

term "or" is used to refer to a nonexclusive or, such that "A or B" includes "A

but not B," "B but not A," and "A and B," unless otherwise indicated. In the

appended claims, the terms "including" and "in which" are used as the plain-

English equivalents of the respective terms "comprising" and "wherein." Also,

in the following claims, the terms "including" and "comprising" are open-ended,

that is, a system, device, article, or process that includes elements in addition to

those listed after such a term in a claim are still deemed to fall within the scope

of that claim. Moreover, in the following claims, the terms "first," "second,"

and "third," etc. are used merely as labels, and are not intended to suggest a

numerical order for their objects.

[0045] The embodiments as described above may be implemented in various

hardware configurations that may include a processor for executing instructions

that perform the techniques described. Such instructions may be contained in a

machine-readable medium such as a suitable storage medium or a memory or

other processor-executable medium.

[0046] The embodiments as described herein may be implemented in a

number of environments such as part of a wireless local area network (WLAN),

3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Universal Terrestrial Radio Access

Network (UTRAN), or Long-Term-Evolution (LTE) or a Long-Term-Evolution

(LTE) communication system, although the scope of the invention is not limited

in this respect. An example LTE system includes a number of mobile stations,

defined by the LTE specification as User Equipment (UE), communicating with

a base station, defined by the LTE specifications as an eNodeB.

[0047] Antennas referred to herein may comprise one or more directional or

omnidirectional antennas, including, for example, dipole antennas, monopole

antennas, patch antennas, loop antennas, microstrip antennas or other types of

antennas suitable for transmission of RF signals. In some embodiments, instead

of two or more antennas, a single antenna with multiple apertures may be used.



In these embodiments, each aperture may be considered a separate antenna. In

some multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) embodiments, antennas may be

effectively separated to take advantage of spatial diversity and the different

channel characteristics that may result between each of antennas and the

antennas of a transmitting station. In some MIMO embodiments, antennas may

be separated by up to 1/10 of a wavelength or more.

[0048] In some embodiments, a receiver as described herein may be

configured to receive signals in accordance with specific communication

standards, such as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

standards including IEEE 802. 11-2007 and/or 802. 11(n) standards and/or

proposed specifications for WLANs, although the scope of the invention is not

limited in this respect as they may also be suitable to transmit and/or receive

communications in accordance with other techniques and standards. In some

embodiments, the receiver may be configured to receive signals in accordance

with the IEEE 802.16-2004, the IEEE 802.16(e) and/or IEEE 802.16(m)

standards for wireless metropolitan area networks (WMANs) including

variations and evolutions thereof, although the scope of the invention is not

limited in this respect as they may also be suitable to transmit and/or receive

communications in accordance with other techniques and standards. In some

embodiments, the receiver may be configured to receive signals in accordance

with the Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) LTE

communication standards. For more information with respect to the IEEE 802.1 1

and IEEE 802.16 standards, please refer to "IEEE Standards for Information

Technology —Telecommunications and Information Exchange between

Systems" - Local Area Networks - Specific Requirements - Part 11 "Wireless

LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY), ISO/IEC

8802-1 1: 1999", and Metropolitan Area Networks - Specific Requirements -

Part 16: "Air Interface for Fixed Broadband Wireless Access Systems," May

2005 and related amendments/versions. For more information with respect to

UTRAN LTE standards, see the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)

standards for UTRAN-LTE, release 8, March 2008, including variations and

evolutions thereof.



[0049] The above description is intended to be illustrative, and not

restrictive. For example, the above-described examples (or one or more aspects

thereof) may be used in combination with others. Other embodiments may be

used, such as by one of ordinary skill in the art upon reviewing the above

description. The Abstract is to allow the reader to quickly ascertain the nature of

the technical disclosure, for example, to comply with 37 C.F.R. §1.72(b) in the

United States of America. It is submitted with the understanding that it will not

be used to interpret or limit the scope or meaning of the claims. Also, in the

above Detailed Description, various features may be grouped together to

streamline the disclosure. However, the claims may not set forth every feature

disclosed herein as embodiments may feature a subset of said features. Further,

embodiments may include fewer features than those disclosed in a particular

example. Thus, the following claims are hereby incorporated into the Detailed

Description, with a claim standing on its own as a separate embodiment. The

scope of the embodiments disclosed herein is to be determined with reference to

the appended claims, along with the full scope of equivalents to which such

claims are entitled.



CLAIMS

1. A user equipment (UE) device, comprising:

processing circuitry and a radio transceiver for both cellular and WLAN

(wireless local area network) access, wherein the processing circuitry is to:

when network access has been acquired from a visited cellular operator

and can be acquired from one or more WLANs, retrieve a setting that indicates a

preference or not for IP (internet protocol) address preservation when switching

between cellular and WLAN (wireless local area network) access; and,

if no preference for IP address preservation is indicated, prefer policies

for network selection and routing as indicated by ANDSF (access network and

discovery selection function) information received from an H-ANDSF (home

operator ANDSF) server over information received from a V-ANDSF (visited

operator ANDSF) server.

2 . The device of claim 1 wherein the processing circuitry is to prefer

policies for network selection and routing as indicated by ANDSF information

received from the H-ANDSF only if information received from the H-ANDSF

indicates to do so when no preference for IP preservation is indicated.

3 . The device of claim 1 wherein the processing circuitry is to: store

ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF server in an ANDSF MO

(management object) that includes a leaf for the H-ANDSF server to indicate

that its policies for network selection and routing should be preferred when no

preference for IP preservation is indicated.

4 . The device of claim 1 wherein the processing circuitry is to: if a

preference for IP address preservation is indicated, prefer policies for network

selection and routing as indicated by the V-ANDSF server over those as



indicated by the H-ANDSF server only if the V-ANDSF server indicates that the

visited operator has support for WLAN access using an S2a interface.

5 . The device of claim 1wherein the processing circuitry is to: store

ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF and V-ANDSF servers in an

ANDSF MO (management object) that includes a leaf for an ANDSF server to

indicate whether or not support exists for WLAN access using an S2a interface.

6 . The device of claim 1wherein the processing circuitry is to select service

providers for NSWO (non-seamless WLAN offload) in accordance with

information received from the H-ANDSF.

7 . The device of claim 1wherein the processing circuitry is to: store

ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF server in an ANDSF MO

(management object) that includes a leaf for the H-ANDSF server to indicate a

preferred list of service providers to use for NSWO.

8. A method for operating a user equipment (UE) device, comprising:

retrieving a setting indicating whether the UE, for purposes of NSWO

(non-seamless WLAN (wireless local area network) offload), is to prefer policies

for network selection and routing as indicated by ANDSF (access network and

discovery selection function) information received from an H-ANDSF (home

operator ANDSF) server over information received from a V-ANDSF (visited

operator ANDSF) server;

if H-ANDSF policies are to be preferred, selecting a WLAN for NSWO

in accordance therewith.



9 . The method of claim 8 wherein the setting for preferring policies for

network selection and routing as indicated by ANDSF information received from

the H-ANDSF for purposes of NSWO is received from the H-ANDSF server.

10. The method of claim 8 further comprising: storing ANDSF information

received from the H-ANDSF server in an ANDSF MO (management object) that

includes a leaf for the H-ANDSF server to indicate that its policies for network

selection and routing should be preferred when a preference for NSWO is

indicated.

11. The method of claim 8 further comprising: if no preference NSWO is

indicated, preferring policies for network selection and routing as indicated by

the V-ANDSF server over those as indicated by the H-ANDSF server only if the

V-ANDSF server indicates that the visited operator has support for WLAN

access using an S2a interface.

12. The method of claim 8 further comprising: storing ANDSF information

received from the H-ANDSF and V-ANDSF servers in an ANDSF MO

(management object) that includes a leaf for an ANDSF server to indicate

whether or not support exists for WLAN access using an S2a interface.

13. The method of claim 8 further comprising selecting service providers for

NSWO in accordance with information received from the H-ANDSF.



14. The method of claim 8 further comprising storing ANDSF information

received from the H-ANDSF server in an ANDSF MO (management object) that

includes a leaf for the H-ANDSF server to indicate a preferred list of service

providers to use for NSWO (non-seamless WLAN offload).

15. A user equipment (UE) device, comprising:

processing circuitry and a radio transceiver for both cellular and WLAN

(wireless local area network) access, wherein the processing circuitry is to:

when network access has been acquired from a visited cellular operator

and can be acquired from one or more WLANs, retrieve ANDSF (access

network and discovery selection function) information received from a V-

ANDSF (visited operator ANDSF) server indicating whether or not the visited

cellular operator supports SaMOG (S2a-based Mobility over GTP (general

packet radio service tunneling protocol); and,

if the visited cellular operator does not support SaMOG, prefer policies

for network selection and routing as indicated by ANDSF information received

from an H-ANDSF (home operator ANDSF) server over information received

from the V-ANDSF.

16. The device of claim 15 wherein the processing circuitry is to prefer

policies for network selection and routing as indicated by ANDSF information

received from the H-ANDSF only if information received from the H-ANDSF

indicates to do so when the visited cellular operator does not support SaMOG.

17. The device of claim 15 wherein the processing circuitry is to: storing

ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF server in an ANDSF MO

(management object) that includes a leaf for the H-ANDSF server to indicate

that its policies for network selection and routing should be preferred when the

visited cellular operator does not support SaMOG.



18. The device of claim 15 wherein the processing circuitry is to: store

ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF and V-ANDSF servers in an

ANDSF MO (management object) that includes a leaf for an ANDSF server to

indicate whether or not support exists for WLAN access using an S2a interface.

19. The device of claim 15 wherein the processing circuitry is to select

service providers for NSWO (non-seamless WLAN offload) in accordance with

information received from the H-ANDSF.

20. The device of claim 15 wherein the processing circuitry is to: store

ANDSF information received from the H-ANDSF server in an ANDSF MO

(management object) that includes a leaf for the H-ANDSF server to indicate a

preferred list of service providers to use for NSWO.
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